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1 Risk Management 
CAR 
91 

The Risk Register and Assurance Framework were updated and presented to 
AQuA at its meeting in January 2016.  Whilst the next update has taken place during 
March, due to timing of meetings it will not be presented to AQuA until May. 
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Internal incidents 
The Fire alarm was activated on 30th March 2016 due to the use of an aerosol in the 
easy access toilet on the ground floor of Oak House.  Evacuation was started but 
abandoned before CCG staff had vacated the building.  Notices have been placed on 
the toilet doors forbidding the use of aerosols in the toilet areas. 
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Claims and legal issues 
No claims or legal issues have been raised during the quarter. 

 
2 External assessments 
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Workforce Wellbeing Charter 
The CCG has completed the self-assessment against the Workforce Wellbeing 
Charter and is being externally assessed on the 28th April 2016 – verbal feedback will 
be given at the May Governing Body. 
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Investors In Excellence 
Following a meeting in February with our IiE support it has been decided that the 
CCG will undertake a ‘discovery assessment’ rather than completing an application 
form.  The assessment will take place over a 2 day period and will take the form of a 
series of staff ‘face to face’ sessions with the assessor.  The dates have been set for 
the 13 and 14 June, the programme and content for the 2 days is currently being 
produced. 
 

3 Committee Activity 
CAR 
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Audit, Quality and Assurance Committee (AQuA) 
The AQuA Annual Report was presented to the Governing Body in April 2016 
following its approval at March AQuA. 
 
In the January meeting it was reported that the following work has been undertaken 
by Counter Fraud: 
• The CFS has provided Fraud Alerts to the communications team for 

dissemination to all CCG staff as part of the Fraud Awareness month. 
• The 360 Assurance Counter Fraud Team’s Twitter account has been regularly 

updated with topical NHS Fraud News. 
• The roll out of the Fraud e-learning module in January 2016 to all budget holders 

and authorised signatories. 
• Face to face fraud awareness training to 5 members of the Continuing Health 

Care Team. 
 
AQuA confirmed continued support and commitment to developing a MASH for 
Rotherham after discussing the evaluation report which was presented at the January 
meeting. 
 
AQuA noted the Internal Audit ‘progress-to-date’ of the Progress Report and 
Technical update. 
 
The Risk Assurance Framework and Risk Register were presented by the Deputy 
Chief Officer. AQuA received it for information and recommended it to the Governing 
Body. 
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At Its March meeting the Deputy Chief of Finance presented the Financial report, 
confirming RCCG was online to achieve the required surplus by Year End.  She 
reported that there was no significant movement this month, Prescribing is volatile but 
manageable.  No significant debtors.  Creditors remain as before – TRFT drug issues 
are being addressed.  No significant changes to the Gifts and Hospitality Register. 
 
AQuA agreed to recommend that the Governing Body approve the establishment of 
an Auditor Panel and agreed to recommend that Governing Body approve the terms 
of reference and Membership of the Auditor Panel subject to recommended 
amendment. 
 
Members noted the Year End Preparations required and were reassured that 
proposed actions are in line with timescales. 
 
AQuA noted the draft Annual governance statement and recommended a couple of 
amendments 
 
Members were updated on the GP Peer Reviews: 
• Third year of reviews almost complete. 
• Plans to review the process for future visits. 
• RCCG has one of fewest practices “requiring improvement” from CQC 

Inspections.  Common theme is improvement around the “safe” zone (e.g. DBS 
checks). 

 
AQuA approved the recommended scores of the Information Governance Toolkit 
noting approval from OE and recommend the same are accepted at Governing Body.   
 
The Internal Audit Plan 2016/19 was presented to AQuA; members recognised there 
are well-defined first quarter working arrangements and further work around the audit 
plan to take place before approval in May. 
 
The 2015/16 Draft Head of Internal Audit Opinion was presented. 
 
The Chief Finance Officer confirmed that there had been a successful transfer of staff 
from the CSU to the CCG and that the finance team are now providing a shared 
service to 3 other CCGs as at 1st March 2016.  
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Public & Patient Engagement 
Rotherham Patient Participation Network (1st March) received and discussed 
presentations on the plans for ‘Working Together’ around stroke and children’s 
surgery, as part of the regional pre-consultation work.  The main concerns raised 
were similar to those emerging from small focus groups held with people who had 
experienced a stroke and their carer’s (2nd Feb and 17th March), and were 

• Concern around distance to travel, especially for people living near the 
borough boundaries.  

• Importance of prevention, identification and rehabilitation to patients all noted 
All comments and discussions have been noted and shared with the Working 
Together team, and RCCG lead commissioner, and will inform the formal consultation 
as well as locality work plans. 
 
‘It’s my mind’ Young People’s Mental Health Conference (21st March) – funded and 
supported by the CCG. A full report is now available. Feedback was excellent, with 
good attendance from both young people and staff, and engaging activities and 
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speakers, meeting the aims of raising issues around mental health with young people 
by their peers. 
 
In addition, during this period a CAMHS voice project has been running.  
Transformational funding has ensured a small consultation project to support a more 
cohesive approach to establishing a better voice for young people in mental health 
services.  A series of focus groups and interviews have taken place with young 
people, parents and staff.  A complete report of all conversations is being produced, 
and also a one page overview/template to support young people’s voice in services.  
This will be timely in terms of advising and supporting new structures and staff teams 
in the CAMHS service over the next year. 
 
Support to NHSE work on vulnerable carers.  Support was given to a café style focus 
group for carers over 75 on 26th February; a draft report is now available.  The 
information from the work will be used by NHSE to inform national work on supporting 
carers, but will also be shared locally. One of the key themes emerging was the huge 
commitment of partners to their ‘cared for’ spouses, and the challenges of caring 
when the carer and their support networks are older. 
 
Big Health Day -23rd February (for people with learning disabilities) – this was funded 
by the CCG, and for the first time used theatre to explore voice and disability.  
Several discussions and surveys were completed over the day that will be used in 
monitoring service quality and people’s priorities. 
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Primary Care Sub-Committee 
The role of the Primary Care Sub-Committee is to carry out the functions relating to 
the commissioning of primary medical services under section 83 of the NHS Act. 
 
During Q4 the committee has: 
• Approved a new local enhanced service which aims to enhance care in care 

homes across Rotherham by aligning practices to care homes and having 
structured visits and management plans for patients. 

• Agreed the plans for reinvestment of PMS monies for 2016/17 via a local quality 
contract for Rotherham to enhance primary care and ensure an equitable offer of 
services for all Rotherham population. 

• Received updates in relation to the primary care work programme providing 
assurance that this is on track. 

• Approved a new local enhanced service for dementia which involved practice 
staff being trained to undertake tests to diagnose and then support patients 
whose diagnosis is positive.  This will significantly improve diagnosis times and 
ensure access to the memory clinic is improved as it will reduce the numbers 
attending for diagnosis only.  

• Agreed a process for the approval of local enhanced schemes. 
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Remuneration Committee 
No meeting took place in this Quarter 
 

4 Corporate Governance 
CAR 
98 

Health & Safety, Fire and Security 
On the 25th April 2016 the annual fire, premises and security inspections will take 
place at Rotherham CCG.  The results from these inspections will be available for the 
Quarter 1 2016-2017 Corporate Assurance Report. 
 
A new emergency evacuation system was trialled at Rotherham CCG during quarter 
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4; this incorporated a new fire sweep system which encourages all members of staff 
to participate; this ensures that all the areas within the CCG and the shared areas of 
the 1st floor are clear in the event of an emergency.  The system has been 
successfully tested twice and the 1st floor was vacated well within the recommended 
time scales.  
 
The success of this new emergency evacuation plan at Rotherham CCG has been 
brought to the attention of other CCG's within the South Yorkshire and Bassetlaw 
region and they are looking into this system with interest. 
 
The willingness of Rotherham CCG to trial new safety techniques shows their 
commitment to improving health, safety and welfare of their employees and visitors to 
the CCG. 
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Business Continuity Management 
We have commenced a review of our Business Continuity Plan, with the aim to make 
the document more user friendly in an incident, incorporating the use of Action Cards 
and flow charts to guide users through the decision making process.  This is hoped to 
be completed in the next quarter. 
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Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response (EPRR) 
The CCG have been invited to attend a COMAH exercise on 12th May 2016 (9-12 
noon).  Arranged by South Yorkshire Fire Service, the Exercise Steel Breeze is being 
held in Rotherham and will take place at AMG Super Alloys.  This is an ideal 
opportunity for the CCG to fulfil some of the requirements of the NHS England Core 
Standards for EPRR (2015). 
 
It is believed the exercise will be based on a warehouse fire and from this a smoke 
plume will travel off site and encompass a residential area and a primary school.  The 
Public Health England local team and RMBC Public Health are expected to play 
remotely.  There will be considerations for us and the TRFT, which it is hoped will 
provide an excellent learning platform. 
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Complaints 
During quarter 4 thirteen complaints have been received, these relate to: 1 regarding 
the attitude of a GP towards a patient at the Walk-in Centre.  Under investigation. 
8 relate to retrospective review/PUPoC claims not being considered due to the 
claimants not making a complaint following receipt of a decision outcome letter.  
Ongoing. 
 
2 relate to the closure of the phlebotomy service at the Rotherham Community Health 
Centre.  Letters of explanation were provided.  Closed 
 
PUPoC Closedown letters continue to be received by the CCG.  The letters are requests 
for further information such as copies of DSTs and decision letters.  Although the letters 
are not formal complaints, the letter invite the recipients to contact RCCG with any 
concerns.  The Deputy Chief Nurse and the Operational lead for CHC is looking into this 
matter.  Further letters are being received and include a Subject Access Request and 
requests for health records copies of DSTs and assessment.  A process to log these 
requests is in place but resources to undertake the retrieval and copying of the 
documents by the team holding the information is currently not in place.  Subject Access 
Requests should be dealt with within 40 calendar days with requests made under 
Access to Health Records being dealt with within ideally 21 days but not more than 40 
days.  All the requests for the documents have breached the response times. 
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Two complaints have been received via the Cloverleaf Advocacy service complaining 
about significant delays in two patients being discharge from Swallownest Court, these 
are now resolved.  Closed. 
 
A complaint has been received regarding the attitude of a GP at the walk-in centre 
towards a patient.  Investigation ongoing. 
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MP Contacts 
Three contacts from MPs were received during the quarter. 
 
1) A CHC claim was unsuccessful for the claimants.  Prior to the couple contacting 

their MP, a meeting with the claimants took place with the Deputy Chief Nurse 
and the Complaints Officer.  The outcome of the claim was explained in detail to 
the complainant; however the couple remained unsure and contacted their MP.  
A detailed letter of explanation was provided.  Closed 

2) A matter recorded in the March report regarding changes to a patient’s CHC 
funding remains unresolved with the MP contacting the CCG again.  Ongoing 
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Gifts & Hospitality 
No entries have been added to the register during the quarter. 
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Declarations of Interests 
CCG staff 
To date 100% of CCG employed staff have completed Declarations of Interest 2016-
2017.  The information required to compile a register of the declarations made will be 
presented to the June Governing Body. 
 
GP Membership Group 
To date 24 GP practices have returned their Declarations of Interests forms, the 
remaining 7 have been requested to make their return as soon as possible.  The 
resultant registers will be presented to the June Governing Body. 
 
Governing Body & Sub-Committees 
The CCG is still awaiting all the declarations from Sub-Committee members and the 
Governing Body. A further request has been made and the registers will be presented 
to the June Governing Body. 
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Policies & Procedures 
The following strategies, policies and protocols have been approved and published 
on our website during the quarter: 

• Complaints Policy and Procedure 
• Talent Development and Staff Retention Strategy 
• Access To Learning & Development Opportunities Policy 
• Standards of Business Conduct Policy  
• Information Sharing Protocol  
• Information Governance Policy and Management Framework; and 

Confidentiality Code of Conduct 
• Grievance Policy. 

 
5 Information Governance 
CAR 
106 

Information Governance Toolkit Assessment 2015/16 
Version 13 of the IG Toolkit was completed and submitted successfully on the 24th 
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March 2016 with a satisfactory score of 76%.  The CCG achieved a minimum of level 
2 across all requirements in the toolkit.  The following chart provides a breakdown of 
the attainment level for each requirement. 
 

Req 
No 

Description Status 
 

Attainment 
Level 

 
Information Governance Management  

13-
130 

There is an adequate Information Governance 
Management Framework to support the current 
and evolving Information Governance agenda  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 3  

  

13-
131 

There are approved and comprehensive 
Information Governance Policies with 
associated strategies and/or improvement 
plans  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 3  

  

13-
132 

Formal contractual arrangements that include 
compliance with information governance 
requirements, are in place with all contractors 
and support organisations  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
133 

Employment contracts which include 
compliance with information governance 
standards are in place for all individuals 
carrying out work on behalf of the organisation  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 3  

  

13-
134 

Information Governance awareness and 
mandatory training procedures are in place and 
all staff are appropriately trained  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 3  

  

Confidentiality and Data Protection Assurance  

13-
230 

The Information Governance agenda is 
supported by adequate confidentiality and data 
protection skills, knowledge and experience 
which meet the organisation’s assessed needs  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 3  

  

13-
231 

Staff are provided with clear guidance on 
keeping personal information secure, on 
respecting the confidentiality of service users, 
and on the duty to share information for care 
purposes  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
232 

Confidential personal information is only shared 
and used in a lawful manner and objections to 
the disclosure or use of this information are 
appropriately respected  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
234 

There are appropriate procedures for 
recognising and responding to individuals’ 
requests for access to their personal data  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 3  

  

13-
235 

Staff access to confidential personal 
information is monitored and audited. Where 
care records are held electronically, audit trail 
details about access to a record can be made 
available to the individual concerned on request  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
236 

All person identifiable data processed outside 
of the UK complies with the Data Protection Act 
1998 and Department of Health guidelines  

Confirmed Complete Not Relevan
t    

13-
237 

All new processes, services, information 
systems, and other relevant information assets 
are developed and implemented in a secure 
and structured manner, and comply with IG 
security accreditation, information quality and 
confidentiality and data protection requirements  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  
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13-
250 

Individuals are informed about the proposed 
uses of their personal information  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 3    

Information Security Assurance  

13-
340 

The Information Governance agenda is 
supported by adequate information security 
skills, knowledge and experience which meet 
the organisation’s assessed needs  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
341 

A formal information security risk assessment 
and management programme for key 
Information Assets has been documented, 
implemented and reviewed  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
342 

There are established business processes and 
procedures that satisfy the organisation’s 
obligations as a Registration Authority  

Confirmed Complete Not Relevan
t    

13-
343 

Monitoring and enforcement processes are in 
place to ensure NHS national application 
Smartcard users comply with the terms and 
conditions of use  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
344 

Operating and application information systems 
(under the organisation’s control) support 
appropriate access control functionality and 
documented and managed access rights are in 
place for all users of these systems  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
345 

An effectively supported Senior Information 
Risk Owner takes ownership of the 
organisation’s information risk policy and 
information risk management strategy  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
346 

Business continuity plans are up to date and 
tested for all critical information assets (data 
processing facilities, communications services 
and data) and service - specific measures are 
in place  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
347 

Policy and procedures are in place to ensure 
that Information Communication Technology 
(ICT) networks operate securely  

Confirmed Complete Not Relevan
t    

13-
348 

Policy and procedures ensure that mobile 
computing and teleworking are secure  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2    

13-
349 

There are documented incident management 
and reporting procedures  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2    

13-
350 

All transfers of hardcopy and digital personal 
and sensitive information have been identified, 
mapped and risk assessed; technical and 
organisational measures adequately secure 
these transfers  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
351 

All information assets that hold, or are, 
personal data are protected by appropriate 
organisational and technical measures  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  

  

13-
352 

The confidentiality of service user information is 
protected through use of pseudonymisation and 
anonymisation techniques where appropriate  

Confirmed Complete Not Relevan
t    

Clinical Information Assurance  

13-
420 

The Information Governance agenda is 
supported by adequate information quality and 
records management skills, knowledge and 
experience  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  
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13-
421 

There is consistent and comprehensive use of 
the NHS Number in line with National Patient 
Safety Agency requirements  

Confirmed Complete 
Level 2  
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Privacy Impact Assessments 
A Privacy Impact Assessment awareness session was delivered to the CCG’s Staff 
Forum on the 16th February 2016.  The aim of this was to highlight the importance of 
undertaking privacy impact assessments when developing or introducing new 
projects, systems or ways of working and to embed this process into the project 
management process at the CCG. 
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Information Governance Group 
The IG Group has now been established and has met on a monthly basis since the 
22nd January 2016.  Minutes are reported into AQuA. 
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Freedom of Information 
During quarter 4 the CCG received 55 requests for information under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000.  The requests were made by: Businesses 21 (38%); 
Campaigners 4 (8%); Charitable organisations 3 (5%); Journalists 2 (4%); On-line 
magazine 1 (2%); Members of the public 5 (9%); other NHS organisation 1 (2%); 
Researcher 4 (7%); University student 1 (2%); Unknown 13 (23%). 
 
The table below shows the categories of interest. 
 

April to June 2015 
Quarter 1 

Category of request Number of requests 

Acute 10 (18%) 
Better Care Fund 1 (2%) 
Cancer treatment 1 (2%) 
Cerebral palsy 1 (2%) 
CHC 1 (2%) 
Childrens/maternity services 1 (2%) 
Communications 1 (2%) 
Corporate  5 (9%) 
Information Governance 2 (3.5%) 
Long-term conditions 1 (2%) 
Medicines Management/Prescribing 8 (14%) 
Mental health services 12 (21%) 
Palliative care 2 (3.5%) 
Personal Health Budget 1 (2%) 
Prevent referrals 1 (2%) 
Primary Care 

- Contracts 
- Finance 
- General 

 
1 (2%) 
1 (2%) 
3 (5%) 

Quality 1 (2%) 
REWS 1 (2%) 
Total 55 
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Of the 55 requests received 50 (91%) were responded to within the required 
timescale, the remaining 5 (9%) exceeded the timescale by an average of 3.6 
working days.  While this is a 16% reduction in breaches from the 25% reported in the 
quarter 3 report, work will continue to reduce the number further. 
 

 Organisational Development & Staffing Governance 
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Staffing 
  Staffing breakdown: Count / % Commentary 

Staffing 
numbers 

Headcount 113 Including 
Governing Body 

members Whole Time Equivalent 92.71 

Turnover 2.0% 
10 starters and 2 
leavers since Dec 

2015 

Cumulative sickness rate 4.0% This is a 0.7% 
increase 

Formal cases of discipline, 
grievance, poor performance or 

bullying and harassment 
  No changes 

Gender 
Female 84 Increase in both 

male female staff. Male 29 

Age 

20-25 1 

The average age of 
the workforce is 

45.3 years. 

26-30 6 
31-35 11 
36-40 15 
41-45 28 
46-50 20 
51-55 15 
56-60 14 
61-65 2 
66-70 1 

Ethnicity 

White 
British 100 

The average age of 
the workforce is 

45.3 years. 

Other 2 

Mixed 

White & 
Black 

Caribbean 
0 

White & 
Black 

African 
0 

White & 
Asian 0 

Other 0 

Asian / Asian British 

Indian 2 
Pakistani 1 

Bangladeshi   
Chinese   

Other 1 

Black / Black British 
African 1 

Caribbean   
Other 1 

  
Other 

Arab   
Other   
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------ Prefer not to 
say 5 

Disability 

Declared disability 4 

  No declared disability 99 

Prefer not to say 10 

Religion / 
Belief 

No religion / Atheism 5 
The number of staff 

stating they are 
Christian, Any 

Other Religion and 
Atheism has 

increased.  All 
other religions 

remain at the same 
headcount. 

Christianity 81 
Buddhism 0 
Hinduism 1 
Judaism 0 

Islam 1 
Sikhism 1 

Any other religion 3 
Prefer not to say 21 

Sexual 
orientation 

Bisexual 0 
The number of staff 

stating they are 
heterosexual or do 
not wish to declare 

their sexual 
orientations remain 

at the same 
headcount. 

Gay man 0 

Gay Woman / Lesbian 0 

Heterosexual 94 

Other 0 

Do not wish to declare 19 

Pregnancy,  
Due to the small numbers associated 
with pregnancy/maternity and gender 

reassignment which may make 
individuals personally identifiable, 
these are not included in a public 

report. 

  N/A 
maternity 

and gender 
reassignment 
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Gender Equality Data     
As at 31/03/2016 Female Male 
Governing Body/SCE 
Members 1 11 

Very Senior Managers 1 2 
All other Employees 84 15 
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Staff Sickness Absence and Ill Health Retirements 

 Jan 16 to Mar 16 
Total FTE Days Lost 365.0 
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Mandatory Training 
 

Name of Training Compliance % 
Equality & Diversity 93% 
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Fire Safety 89% 
Fraud 90% 
Health & Safety 
incorporating Risk 
Management 94% 
Information Governance 85% 
Moving & Handling 95% 
Safeguarding Adults 80% 
Safeguarding Children & 
Young People 79.2% 
Infection Prevention   
Induction 78% 

 
 

 


